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General information and definitions 

Nykredit Bank ("Nykredit") has several indices that 

measure the development in the different seg-

ments in the Danish bond market. An index is de-

fined as a proportional relative to a specific refer-

ence in order to measure the performance in dif-

ferent markets. Nykredit's index universe consists 

of a portfolio of bonds weighted by outstanding 

amounts. Individual indices are also weighted to 

obtain the desired duration, where duration 

measures the interest rate sensitivity of a bond.  

 

The indices are used to measure the return in the 

different segments of the Danish bond market. 

The development in the index value is calculated 

based on the change in the portfolio's market 

value on a daily basis. Official prices published by 

Nasdaq Copenhagen are used to calculate market 

values. This is due to the desire for transparency 

in the calculation of index performance so that 

Nykredit's index performance can be reproduced. 

The calculation method can be found at the bot-

tom of Appendix: Calculation formulas. 

 

22 indices – one family 

Nykredit administers and publishes a total of 22 

indices; all related to the bond market. 18 of these 

relate to the mortgage covered bond market and 

four relate to the government bond market. The 
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• Nykredit Bank is authorised as a registered administrator and remains administrator of its own indices 

• This Benchmark Statement is published pursuant to Article 27(1) of Regulation (EU) 2016/1011 of the Euro-

pean Parliament and of the Council 

• Nykredit Bank's index universe comprises 22 indices (incl currency hedged indices) 

Nykredit Bank administers a number of indices that track the Danish bond market. Pursuant to Article 27(1) of 

Regulation (EU) 2016/1011 of the European Parliament and of the Council ("the Regulation") we hereby publish 

our Benchmark Statement for the entire family of benchmarks. All indices are available at Nykredit's website and 

at Bloomberg. 

Nykredit Bank's index universe 

Index name Bloomberg Ticker FIGI 

Nykredit Danish Mortgage Bond 

Index 
NYKRINDX Index BBG002SF7N58 

Nykredit Danish Mortgage Bond 

Index USD 
NYKRIUSD Index BBG00NBM15W0 

Nykredit Total Index NYKRTOT Index BBG002SPYW01 

Nykredit Total Index Short NYKRSH Index BBG002SPYW65 

Nykredit Total Index Long- NYKRLO Index BBG002SPYW56 

Nykredit Total Index Long Par NYKRLP Index BBG002SPYW38 

Nykredit Total Index Long+ NYKRLN Index BBG002SPYW10 

Nykredit Total Index JPY NYKRTJPY Index BBG00L2BNCP7 

Nykredit CM 3Y – Callables NYKRCMC3 Index BBG00N6T9WH1 

Nykredit CM 5Y – Callables NYKRCMC5  Index BBG00N6T9WJ9 

Nykredit CM 7Y – Callables NYKRCMC7 Index BBG00N6T9WK7 

Nykredit CM 1Y – Govt NYKRCMG1 Index BBG00N6T9WL6 

Nykredit CM 3Y – Govt NYKRCMG3 Index BBG00N6T9WM5 

Nykredit CM 5Y – Govt NYKRCMG5 Index BBG00N6T9WN4 

Nykredit CM 7Y – Govt NYKRCMG7 Index BBG00N6T9WP2 

Nykredit CM 1Y – Bullet CB NYKRCMB1 Index BBG00N6T9WQ1 

Nykredit CM 3Y – Bullet CB NYKRCMB3 Index BBG00N6T9WR0 

Nykredit CM 5Y – Bullet CB NYKRCMB5 Index BBG00N6T9WS9 

Nykredit CS1 (call) - Floater NYKRCSI1 Index BBG015BY0R73 

Nykredit CS3 (call) – Floater NYKRCSI1 Index BBG015BY0RB8 

Nykredit CS1 (green) – Floater NYKRGSI1 Index BBG015BY0RH2 

Nykredit CS3 (green) – Floater NYKRGSI3 Index BBG015BY0RK8 

CM indices (Constant Maturity) differ from other indices as they use calculated 

duration from Nykredit's prepayment model whereas the other indices only use 

publicly available market data. 

Source: Nykredit Markets 
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family of benchmarks can roughly be divided into 

two groups: 

1. Indices exclusively calculated based on pub-

licly available market data 

2. Indices calculated using input from Nykredit's 

prepayment model. 

 

Indices under group 2 are the so-called Constant 

Maturity Indices (CMIs) and Constant Spread Risk 

indices (CSIs). These indices still measure the 

same markets as the other indices, however, 

which is why we join our indices in one family of 

benchmarks. As the indices are based on market 

data, they will always reflect market reality. 

 

Pursuant to title III of the Regulation, Nykredit's in-

dices are deemed to be "non-significant", as the 

indices are not used directly as a reference for fi-

nancial instruments. Moreover, it is Nykredit's 

opinion that no indices are used for the perfor-

mance measurement of investment funds with a 

total value in excess of EUR 50bn. 

 

• Danish Mortgage Bond Index: The value of 

the total mortgage covered bond market re-

flected by the index exceeds EUR 300bn. 

However, we are of the opinion that the index 

is used for performance measurement only to 

a limited extent, as it contains two investment 

segments: callables and bullet covered bonds 

• Total Index: The index covers the callables 

market with a market value of about EUR 

170bn. The index consists of four sub-indices, 

and it is unlikely that just one should be used 

to measure the performance of one-third of 

the market. Moreover, competitive banks 

have similar indices which reduces the proba-

bility even further. 

• Government bonds: The Danish government 

bond market totals about EUR 80bn. With four 

indices grouped according to duration level, it 

is highly unlikely that the performance of in-

vestment funds of a total value of more than 

EUR 50bn would be measured on the basis of 

one of them. 

 

Apart from the above, Nykredit finds that all indi-

ces are to be considered non-significant.   

 

 

Reasoning for choice of methodology 

 
1 Currency hedged indices use forward prices 

from Refinitiv Composite Rate. The indices are 

still considered to be based on regulated data.   

The Nykredit DMB Index was designed to reflect 

the very liquid part of the Danish mortgage cov-

ered bond market and is the oldest index based 

on Danish mortgage covered bonds. 

 

The Nykredit Total Index was designed to reflect 

the general callables market. To prevent bonds 

from becoming too illiquid, we have chosen to in-

clude bonds, which have been traded at least 15 

times since the last rebalancing.  

 

Duration is not particularly stable for the DMB and 

Total indices. We have therefore developed the 

CMIs where duration by definition is considerably 

more stable. 

 

The methodology is reviewed quarterly to ensure 

that the indices still mirror the desired market. 

 

Input data  

Nykredit DMB Index and Nykredit Total Index only 

use publicly available and regulated market data1 

where input is mainly the outstanding amounts 

and prices from Nasdaq Copenhagen. These are 

input data from a trading venue, as defined in 

point (24) of Article 4(1) of Directive 2014/65/EU. 

It enables the market participants to replicate the 

indices and helps ensure the reliability of the indi-

ces. In addition to the outstanding amounts and 

prices we also use bond data from Nasdaq Co-

penhagen, eg coupon, maturity, bond type and is-

suer. 

 

A review of the methodology and data used in 

connection with Nykredit's indices is available 

here: 

 

• Nykredit Danish Mortgage Bond Index  

• Nykredit Danish Mortgage Bond Index 

hedged in USD 

• Nykredit Total Index  

• Nykredit Total Index hedged in JPY 

 

Other than regulated data, CMIs and CSIs use 

Nykredit's prepayment model to determine the du-

ration and spread risk of the bonds in the index. In 

addition, we use an algorithm to compose the in-

dex. It makes it difficult to replicate the indices. 

However, market participants with access to 

Nykredit's key figures may replicate the indices. A 

review of data and methodology is available here: 

 

https://www.nykredit.dk/globalassets/markets/ftp/markets/dk/indeks/realkreditindeks/realkreditindeks_beskrivelse.pdf
https://www.nykredit.dk/globalassets/markets/ftp/markets/dk/indeks/realkreditindeks/realkreditindeks_USD_beskrivelse.pdf
https://www.nykredit.dk/globalassets/markets/ftp/markets/dk/indeks/realkreditindeks/realkreditindeks_USD_beskrivelse.pdf
https://www.nykredit.dk/globalassets/markets/ftp/markets/dk/indeks/totalindeks/totalindeks_beskrivelse.pdf
https://www.nykredit.dk/globalassets/markets/ftp/markets/dk/indeks/totalindeks/totalindeks_JPY_beskrivelse.pdf
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• Nykredit's Constant Maturity indices 

• Nykredit Constant Spread indices 

 

Nykredit's indices only cover Danish covered and 

government bonds, and the market reality is lim-

ited to Denmark.  

 

Nykredit reviews the methodology of all indices on 

a quarterly basis. Here Nykredit performs an as-

sessment of whether an index is still tracking the 

targeted market, as well as whether regulatory 

changes or market changes calls for adjustment, 

and whether such adjustment is performed appro-

priately. The oversight function assesses the 

methodology as well as changes. 

 

Construction of the Nykredit Danish Mortgage 

Bond Index 

The Appendix: Portfolio criteria describes the re-

quirements for building the index. Once the basic 

selection has been made, the bonds are divided 

into groups across individual mortgage banks. 

Callable bonds and bullet covered bonds are 

grouped according to amortisation profile, coupon 

and maximum time-to-maturity. IO bonds are di-

vided into groups with up to 10-year and up to 30-

year interest-only periods. Capped floating-rate 

bonds are grouped according to amortisation pro-

file, relative strike level of the embedded cap and 

maximum time-to-maturity. Grouping according to 

the relative strike level means that the bonds are 

sorted by outstanding amount after which the larg-

est bond is selected along with the bonds with the 

same strike level ± 10bp. Of the remaining bonds, 

the largest one is selected once again along with 

the bonds with the same strike level ± 10bp. And 

so forth until all CF bonds have been distributed. 

The bonds included in the ten largest bond groups 

constitute the index portfolio.  

 

In periods with large new issues of mortgage cov-

ered bonds, relatively large amounts are traded in 

the new bond series. To ensure that the composi-

tion of the index portfolio reflects this phenome-

non to some extent, one of the portfolio criteria is 

that at least two of the bond groups must include 

open bond series (but is not a criterion that the 

bonds must also have a price below par). If the 

ten largest bond groups do not include at least 

two open groups, the requirement of an outstand-

ing amount of DKK 5bn is reduced to DKK 1bn for 

open series. The index is subsequently composed 

such that at least two of the ten groups include 

open series. 

 

Construction of Nykredit Total Index 

The Appendix: Portfolio criteria describes the re-

quirements for composing the index. The Nykredit 

Total Index applies a narrow definition of mort-

gage covered bonds to the effect that it only in-

cludes covered bonds issued by the six large 

Danish mortgage banks, ie BRF, Danske Kredit, 

Nykredit, RD, Totalkredit and Nordea Kredit. Fur-

thermore, the bonds must be fixed-rate, callable 

mortgage covered bonds of the annuity, bullet or 

serial type. Non-callable covered bonds and Ci-

bor-linked bonds are not included. Moreover, the 

bonds may have interest-only periods. In the 

Nykredit Total Index, the portfolio is rebalanced on 

the 2nd trading Tuesday of January, April, July 

and October.  

 

Eligibility for the Nykredit Total Index is not based 

on the outstanding amount of the bonds, but ra-

ther on the trading volume. In order to be included 

in the index, the bonds must have been traded at 

least 15 times during the past index period as it is 

important that the bonds in the index portfolio 

have a sufficiently high trading frequency to make 

the official prices credible. Calculation of index 

performance as well as bond selection is based 

on official prices published by Nasdaq Copenha-

gen. 

 

Construction of CMIs and CSIs 

Specifically, the indices are defined as the solu-

tion to a minimisation problem. Having chosen a 

method to measure how well a given set of index 

weights reflects the market, a minimisation prob-

lem can be applied to determine the set of index 

weights that provides the best possible reflection 

of the market while obtaining the desired duration 

or spread risk. In order to determine exactly which 

bonds make up the market some qualification cri-

teria must be provided. 

 

The minimisation problem that defines the nomi-

nal index weights is solved for groups rather than 

individual bonds. For each group a nominal mar-

ket weight and modified duration is calculated. 

The bonds within a group are weighted by their 

nominal market weight. We seek to minimise the 

relative squared deviations from the nominal mar-

ket share of each group while still obtaining the 

desired MOAD and OAS Risk target. A formal de-

scription of the minimisation problem is given in 

the Appendix: CMI minimisation problem. 

Significance of index 

https://www.nykredit.dk/globalassets/markets/ftp/markets/dk/indeks/cmindeks/cmindeks_beskrivelse.pdf
https://www.nykredit.dk/globalassets/markets/ftp/markets/dk/indeks/cmindeks/cs_index_beskrivelse.pdf
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Since 2008 the Nykredit DMB Index has been in-

cluded in the European Insurance and Occupa-

tional Pensions Authority (EIOPA)'s calculation of 

the discount curve applied by the life and pension 

sector to determine the value of liabilities. This 

means that the Nykredit Danish Mortgage Bond 

Index has an indirect market impact which is lim-

ited to Denmark.  

 

Users of the indices must be aware that changes 

or cessation of the indices may impact the market 

reality.   

 

Procedure in case of errors 

Nykredit relies on external data suppliers. If a data 

error is detected, Nykredit will contact the relevant 

supplier and request a recalculation before the in-

dex is published. If the error is detected later on, 

the return will generally always be recalculated. 

However, if an error is identified on the rebalanc-

ing date, index weights will not be recalculated. 

This is to protect the investors. If an investor is 

mandated to passively track the index, the portfo-

lio will be composed based on published weights, 

and it will be impossible for investors to allow for 

any retrospective changes to index weights, mak-

ing it impossible to measure the return and leav-

ing the benchmark useless.  

 

If Nykredit has made an error following publication 

of index calculations, key figures will be recalcu-

lated using the same procedure as above. Incor-

rect key figures based on incorrect prices, calcula-

tions or similar will always be recalculated. How-

ever, incorrect, published weights will not be re-

calculated as part of the investor protection. 

 

Limitation and notification in case of changes 

In addition to the limitations outlined in the individ-

ual index descriptions, indices in group 1 are gen-

erally only limited by a functional bond market. If 

the market collapses and it becomes impossible 

to obtain official prices, the indices will cease with-

out notice. 

 

The above limitations thus apply to all of 

Nykredit's indices. 

 

The CMIs and CSIs are limited, however, and 

their reliability depends on Nykredit's prepayment 

model. In case of errors in the model, the indices 

will be affected through the calculated duration 

used to construct the indices. Duration figures for 

the individual bonds is available to clients who 

may use them to validate the indices.  

 

If the methodology changes for one or more indi-

ces, a research note will always be published in 

advance, notifying and explaining the change. 

This will give index users an opportunity to com-

ment on potential problems with the change. Any 

changes will be notified as quickly as possible or 

at least one month before the change enters into 

force.  

 

Updates and cessation of an index  

Nykredit will review this Benchmark Statement an-

nually to assess whether it requires updating. The 

Statement will be regularly updated if there are 

significant changes to procedures or methodol-

ogy, regardless of whether this is outside the an-

nual review period. If the benchmark type 

changes, or if the Statement is incorrect or no 

longer adequate, an update will also be made. 

The most recent version will always be available 

at Nykredit's website.  

 

Nykredit reserves the right to cease calculating 

the indices for business reasons. In this case 

Nykredit will always give notification of the index 

cessation at least three months in advance. The 

notification will be given to Nykredit Markets' sub-

scribers in a research note and through publica-

tion at Nykredit's website, which is publicly availa-

ble. 

 

In extreme situations, as a result of external cir-

cumstances, such as market collapse, Nykredit 

may be forced to cease calculating the index with-

out further notice. Extreme situations could be if 

Nasdaq Copenhagen is no longer able to deliver 

data. If the failure to deliver is owed to a mistake 

made by the supplier, the supplier will be con-

tacted, however. If so, Nykredit will publish infor-

mation about the cause and timeframe of the ces-

sation at the website. 

 

Complaints procedures 

All users of Nykredit's indices may contact 

Nykredit if they have questions about the repre-

sentative value of the index, calculations or sug-

gestions for changes to the procedures or meth-

odology.  

 

Users may also file an official complaint, if neces-

sary. In the event of an official complaint, users 

should use Nykredit's general complaint proce-

dures (read more: here - file a complainthere). 

Appendix: Calculation formulas 

https://www.nykredit.dk/kundeservice/ris-og-ros/#send-klage-til
https://www.nykredit.dk/kundeservice/selvbetjening/send-en-klage---generelt/
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The figure shows the events that affect the index 

portfolio. 

 

In the period from rebalancing until redemptions 

are excluded (period A), the nominal amounts 

from the rebalancing date are used for calculation 

of the index performance according to the follow-

ing formula: 

 

 

 

 

 

where P is the official price quoted on Nasdaq Co-

penhagen, A is accrued interest and N is the nom-

inal amount on the rebalancing date. 

 

On the trading day where the value date is the 

payment date (or the first trading day after the 

payment date, if this is not a trading day), redemp-

tions and coupon interest are reinvested in the in-

dex after redemption, and the nominal amounts 

are adjusted for the redeemed bonds. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

in which U is the amount of redeemed bonds, I is 

the redemption price and L is the proceeds from 

the coupon interest from the payment date. 

 

From the payment date to the rebalancing date 

(period B), the proceeds are invested in the index, 

and the index performance is therefore calculated 

by using the following formula: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In period A, the following formula is used to calcu-

late the index duration: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

in which OABPV is the duration of the bond. 

Duration in period B is calculated as follows: 

 

 

 

 

 

Appendix: Portfolio criteria 

 

Important events for Nykredit DMB Index and To-

tal Index 

 

In addition to the rebalancing, the index portfolio is also impacted when re-

demptions are excluded. 

Source: Nykredit Markets 

Portfolio criteria of the Nykredit Total  

Index   

 Portfolio criteria 

1 The bonds must be fixed-rate callable covered 

bonds. 

2 Portfolio rebalancing on the second trading Tuesday 

of January, April, July and October. 

3 The bonds must have been traded 15 times during 

the past period. 

4 The bonds must be issued by one of the major mort-

gage banks, currently ISIN codes starting with 20, 

32, 46, 47, 92, 93, 95 or 97. 

5 The bonds must be denominated in DKK. 

6 The bonds must be of the annuity, bullet or serial 

type and may have interest-only periods. 

7 The bonds must have terms-to-maturity of at least 1 

year. 

8 To ensure that the index represents actually issued 

bonds, Nykredit may adjust the outstanding amount 

for eg pre-issuance or similar based on specific infor-

mation. Individual bonds may alternatively be ex-

cluded. 

The Nykredit Total Index covers only the callablecovered bond 

market.  

Source: Nykredit Markets 
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Appendix: CMI minimisation problem 

The number of groups is 𝑁, the index weighting of 

a group is 𝑥𝑖𝜖[0.1], 𝑖 = 1, … , 𝑁 , 𝑖 is a group's cor-

responding market weight, and  �̅�𝑙𝜖 [0.1], 𝑖 = 1, … 

, 𝑁 is a set of weights. The objective function of 

the minimisation problem is then:  

 

min
𝑥𝑖𝜖𝑋

∑(
𝑥𝑖 − 𝑥�̅�
𝑥�̅�

)
2𝑁

𝑖=1

 

 

The objective function is subject to the constraints 

that index weights are non-negative, add up to 

one, and achieve the constant maturity target, 

𝑡𝑀𝑂𝐴𝐷. Let 𝑀𝑂𝐴𝐷𝑖,𝑖 = 1, … , 𝑁 be the MOAD of 

group 𝑖, the constraints can be formalised as the 

following four constraints.  

1. ∑ 𝑥𝑖𝑀𝑂𝐴𝐷 = 𝑡𝑀𝑂𝐴𝐷
𝑁
𝑖=1  

2. ∑ 𝑥𝑖 = 1𝑁
𝑖=1  

3. 𝑥𝑖 ≥ 0,∀𝑖  
4. 𝑥𝑖 ≥ 1,∀𝑖 
 

Portfolio criteria of the Nykredit Danish 

Mortgage Bond Index 

 Portfolio criteria 

1 Portfolio rebalancing on the second trading Tues-

day of January, April, July and October. 

2 The bonds must carry either fixed rates or capped 

floating rates. Inflation-linked bonds and floating-

rate bonds are not eligible for inclusion in the index 

portfolio. 

3 At least two of the bond groups must include open 

bond series. 

4 The bonds must have an outstanding amount of at 

least DKK 5bn. If the ten largest bond groups do 

not include at least two bond groups with open se-

ries, the requirement of an outstanding amount of 

DKK 5bn is reduced to DKK 1bn for open series. 

5 The bonds must be issued by a mortgage bank. 

Corporate bonds and semi-public bonds issued by 

eg Kommunekredit and Skibskreditfonden do 

therefore not form part of the index portfolio. 

6 The bonds must be denominated in DKK. 

7 The bonds must have terms-to-maturity of at least 

1 year. 

8 To ensure that the index represents actually issued 

bonds, Nykredit may adjust the outstanding amount 

for eg pre-issuance or similar based on specific in-

formation. Individual bonds may alternatively be ex-

cluded. 

Only highly liquid bonds are included in the Nykredit DMB Index. 

Source: Nykredit Markets 
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